Abstract-POLDER is a CNES instrument on board NASDA's ADEOS polar orbiting satellite, which was successfully launched in August 1996. On October 30, 1996, POLDER entered its nominal acquisition phase and worked perfectly until ADEOS's early end of service on June 30, 1997. POLDER is a multispectral imaging radiometer/polarimeter designed to collect global and repetitive observations of the solar radiation reflected by the earth/atmosphere system, with a wide field of view (2400 km) and a moderate geometric resolution (6 km). The instrument concept is based on telecentric optics, on a rotating wheel carrying 15 spectral filters and polarizers, and on a bidimensional charge coupled device (CCD) detector array. In addition to the classical measurement and mapping characteristics of a narrow-band imaging radiometer, POLDER has a unique ability to measure polarized reflectances using three polarizers (for three of its eight spectral bands, 443 to 910 nm) and to observe target reflectances from 13 different viewing directions during a single satellite pass.
Results of POLDER In-Flight Calibration 
R
ADIOMETRIC calibration accuracy is one of the major elements contributing to the quality of the measurements obtained with optical remote sensing instruments. This radiometric calibration can be obtained through preflight measurements in optical laboratories, but the accuracy of these measurements is not perfect (precise radiance calibration is a difficult subject, and extraterrestrial solar irradiance is not perfectly known). Moreover, the instruments are subject to degradation after launch because of the aging of the optics or of the outgassing which occurs when the instrument leaves the atmosphere. To cope with this problem, many spaceborne instruments are equipped with on-board calibration devices. SPOT satellites [22] have an inner lamp and an optical fiber system to observe the sun. Actually, the inner lamp is used only for multitemporal monitoring of the instrument sensitivity and for detector normalization. The solar observations are affected by a difficult preflight calibration of the system itself and by a slow degradation of the optical fibers. SPOT calibration relies now mainly on natural targets. OCTS on board ADEOS is also equipped with inner lamps and a solar observation system: but the OCTS calibration provided by these devices is not very accurate because of degradation of the lamps after the launch and of nonuniformity in the mirror which allows observation of the sun. These problems lead to the decision of using natural targets for OCTS calibration [26] . ATSR2 on board ERS2 is also equipped with a visible sunobserving calibration device which is operationally used but needs to be completed by multitemporal calibration over desert sites to correct a drift of the solar calibration signal [34] . Many future instruments have also based their calibration mainly on on-board devices, such as SeaWIFS, MODIS, and MISR onboard EOS AM-1, but are also developing vicarious methods in order to verify the on-board device [33] .
The POLDER project team has decided to avoid the development of an on-board calibration system. Past experiences of on-board calibration devices in CNES with SPOT satellites have failed to provide accurate results, and vicarious [9] , WHICH WERE BASED ON EARLY BUDGETS methods using natural targets were necessary to obtain the required absolute calibration. Moreover, the implementation of a calibration system in POLDER compact design would have been expensive and hazardous in case of failure, and it was difficult to build a device that could have covered the entire POLDER bidimensional field of view. To compensate for the lack of an on-board calibrating source, lots of effort has been invested in the development of a very stable instrument [1] , in an exhaustive and accurate preflight calibration [3] , and in the adaptation and enhancement of calibration methods over natural targets.
Such methods have been intensively used to calibrate AVHRR/NOAA or METEOSAT and have achieved good results [24] , [36] , [38] using natural targets such as molecular scattering over ocean for absolute calibration, high altitude clouds, or ocean sunglint for interband calibration and desert sites. The POLDER calibration plan adapts all these methods to make use of the multidirectional and polarization measurements of the instrument. New calibration methods have also been introduced to characterize the POLDER sensitivity to polarization [43] .
II. THE POLDER INSTRUMENT ON ADEOS
The POLDER radiometer design consists of three principal components: a charge coupled device (CCD) matrix detector, a rotating wheel carrying the polarizers and spectral filters, and a wide field of view (FOV) telecentric optics [9] , [21] . The optics has a focal length of 3.57 mm, opening to f/4.5 with a maximum FOV of 114 .
The CCD sensor array is composed of 242 274 independent sensitive areas. The total array detection unit size is 6.5 8.8 mm , which corresponds to along-track and crosstrack field-of-view of 43 and 51 , respectively, and to a diagonal FOV of 57 . The spectral sensitivity of the CCD array extends between 400 and 1050 nm.
The rotating wheel, which rotates steadily with a period of 4.9 s, carries the interference filters and polarizers that select the spectral band and polarization direction. It carries 16 slots, including an opaque filter to estimate the CCD detector dark current. The remaining 15 slots carry six unpolarized and nine polarized filters (three polarization directions for three different wavelengths). Thus, POLDER acquires measurements in nine bands, three of which are polarized. POLDER filters have been designed to avoid any spectral variation of the filters when passing from air to vacuum (filters are made with an ion-assisted deposition technology). This characteristic is the key for an accurate in-flight calibration, since the spectral sensitivity of the bands measured before launch is still reliable after launch.
A. Spectral Bands
POLDER has nine spectral bands ranging from 443 to 910 nm. Two of these spectral bands are centered on molecular absorption bands: 763 (O ) and 910 (H O). The nine bands are defined by their central wavelength, spectral width, and polarization capability. The saturation levels are given in unit of normalized radiance, i.e., the maximum spectral radiance divided by the solar spectral irradiance at nadir and multiplied by . The saturation level in reflectance is subsequently obtained by dividing the value given in Table I by  ,  where is the solar zenith angle. Owing to the signal-tonoise requirements for ocean color measurements, the 443-nm channel had to be split into a polarized band (three filters: 443P) and an unpolarized band (one filter: 443NP).
B. Polarization Measurements
For three of the nine spectral bands (443, 670, and 865 nm), a polarizer is added to the filters in order to assess the degree of linear polarization and the polarization direction. These parameters are derived by combining measurements in three channels with the same spectral filters but with the polarizer axes turned by steps of 60 . The three polarization measurements in a spectral band are successive and have a total time lag of 0.6 s between the first and the third (last) measurement. In order to compensate for spacecraft motion during the lag and to register the three measurements, a smallangle wedge prism is used in each polarizing assembly. As a consequence, the matrix image is translated in the focal plane to offset the satellite motion, and the three polarization measurements are collocated.
C. Spatial Resolution
The ground size or resolution of a POLDER-measured pixel from ADEOS is 6 7km at nadir. Due to the earth curvature, the pixel size depends slightly on the viewing angle, leading to an increase of 21% for an incidence angle of 60 .
D. Data Acquisition
The POLDER instrument is in imaging mode on the sunlit part of the ADEOS orbit only. Data acquisition starts when the solar zenith angle on the earth surface at the satellite nadir is smaller than 75 and stops, in the south, when it is larger than 75 . The 16-filter sequence is repeated every 19.6 s. During this interval, a given point on the surface, initially at nadir viewing, moves by about 9 relative to the satellite (Fig. 1) . The point remains within the POLDER field of view. As the satellite passes over a target, about 12 (up to 14) directional radiance measurements (for each spectral band) are performed aiming at the point. Therefore, POLDER successive observations allow the measurement of the bidirectional reflectance properties of any target within the instrument swath.
ADEOS is on a sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of 797 km. Thanks to POLDER's very wide field of view, each point on the earth is observed by POLDER every day, except near the equator where one point is only observed four days out of five. Combining all the viewing directions obtained during a one-week period, a very complete sampling of any target's BRDF can be obtained.
III. PREFILGHT CALIBRATION

A. Radiometric Model
The aim of the radiometric model of the instrument is to give a synthetic but totally representative description of the physics of the instrument. It characterizes completely the response to the incoming polarized light for each pixel of the CCD matrix, in each spectral band. This model has been described in Hagolle et al. [15] , as well as the inversion of the Stokes parameters. Since polarization is not the purpose of this paper, we present here the simplified POLDER radiometric model, which can be used to retrieve the first Stokes parameter, once all the polarization effects have been removed. Let , the normalized total radiance, be defined as radiance/solar irradiance The Stokes parameters are expressed in normalized radiance units, because accurate calibration of normalized radiances is easier than direct calibration of radiances. A unique solar spectral irradiance profile has been adopted by POLDER project (the solar spectrum recommended by the World Meteorological Organization [41] ), and POLDER in-flight absolute calibration is, in fact, a relative calibration to this solar irradiance profile.
The radiometric model can be written (1) where line and column numbers of the CCD array; spectral band number; digital number measured by the elementary detector ( ) with a quantization over 12 bits; normalized radiance observed by ( ); absolute calibration coefficient, which accounts for the conversion of normalized radiance units into digital numbers; multiangular calibration coefficient: it corresponds to sensitivity variations within the instrument field of view, coming either from the elementary detectors or from the optics.
7)
This parameter is not easy to measure in-flight and has been split into three terms, and a different in-flight calibration method is used for each term. This is explained in Section IV-B.
B. Preflight Calibration
POLDER preflight calibration [3] gives rise to two main difficulties: 1) the calibration of a bidimensional very wide field of view and 2) the characterization of the polarization sensitivity in the whole field of view. The accuracy of preflight calibrations relies on the following important hardware.
• Two Integrating Spheres: A large integrating sphere for the calibration measurements and a transfer integrating sphere in order to check the air/vacuum stability of the absolute calibration, to control the stability of the reference radiometer and to determine the large integrating sphere nonuniformity. • A polarizing system which enables the generation of different polarization rates and directions. It is made up of two parallel glass plates which can be oriented around two axes.
• A reference radiometer fitted with filters identical to POLDER ones. The radiometer is used for absolute calibration and has been calibrated with each of the filters in L.C.I.E. (Laboratoire Central des Industries Electriques). This calibration has been operated against a spectrally calibrated source: a standard incandescent lamp and a BaSO plate with a good uniformity, and a standard radiometer. The estimated accuracy of this calibration is 3.5%.
• A monochromator to measure the spectral response of the instrument; the rotation of the grating is synchronous with the instrument imaging cycle, and the emission stability of the lamp is checked all along the measurement. The stability of the response over several measurements is better than 1% and the variation of the center of the spectral profile is less than 0.3 nm. The evaluated accuracy of the preflight absolute calibration is 5%. The relative calibration performances are divided in two parts: the high spatial frequency is determined with an uncertainty of 0.1%, while the low spatial frequencies are obtained with an uncertainty of 1% (because of residual errors in integrating sphere nonuniformity correction). Absolute calibration and thus spectral responses of the filters did not vary when measurements were made in a vacuum chamber. Preflight calibration was also successfully compared to OCTS calibration through a round robin of both projects' calibrating radiometers [29] . However, it was foreseen that because of the ultraviolet irradiation of the external lenses, a slight decrease in the sensitivity of POLDER blue spectral bands could occur (10% maximum for 443 nm band after three years, but less than 1% for 670). From all these arguments, it appears that POLDER calibration should only vary slightly after launch but needs to be monitored in-flight to comply with its strict calibration requirements.
IV. INFLIGHT RADIOMETRICAL CALIBRATION:N OMINAL METHODS
In order to ensure good in-flight radiometric performances, each calibration parameter of the radiometric model can be measured and monitored using various in-flight calibration methods. Absolute calibration methods (Section IV-A) aim to measure the parameter, while multiangular calibration methods (Section IV-B) measure the and parameters. Polarization calibration methods are presented in Goloub et al. [13] and Toubbé et al. [43] .
Among the various calibration methods that were considered in the preliminary studies for POLDER in-flight calibration, one method for each parameter was chosen as the nominal method (the one having the best error budget). The other methods are used as validation methods to control the results of the nominal methods. This chapter details the procedure, the error budget computed before launch, and the in-flight results for each nominal method. A schematic view of the nominal calibration methods is given in Fig. 2 .
A. Absolute Calibration
POLDER absolute calibration is achieved through an absolute calibration of the "blue" spectral bands (443P, 443, 490, 565) using the well-characterized Rayleigh scattering signal over ocean. This absolute calibration is then transferred to the other wavelengths through interband calibration using the specular reflection of the sun over the ocean. characterized target in the lower POLDER spectral bands (443P to 565 spectral bands). For given viewing and solar angles, the Rayleigh scattering can be accurately predicted by radiative transfer codes, and the radiance observed over ocean depends mainly on water-leaving radiance, foam presence, and aerosol amount. The uncertainty that comes from these parameters can be reduced through a strict selection of the pixels used for calibration. The calibration points are selected among POLDER data according to criteria defined to minimize the nonmolecular contribution to the measured signal. They are chosen inside oligotrophic geographic areas having an a priori well-known weak and stable chlorophyll content (oligotrophic waters), with no clouds, a low wind speed, and a low aerosol optical thickness. (Fig. 3 shows the geographical zones.) Cloudy pixels are eliminated using a cloud screening based on the 865-nm radiance, and meteorological data (ECMWF) are used to select zones with a low wind speed ( 5ms ). The aerosol content is estimated using the channel 865 nm: only the observations with a normalized radiance under 0.002 (after subtraction of Rayleigh scattering contribution) are selected for calibration.
Our calibration method is derived from Vermote et al. [39] . The preflight/in-flight variation of the calibration coefficient is obtained through the formula -(2) where • is the normalized radiance measured by POLDER (level 1 product with preflight calibration) in a band among 443 490 565 . This radiance has been corrected for ozone absorption as described in the Appendix; • is the radiance that would be observed above a pure molecular atmosphere. It is a function of geometrical conditions, chlorophyll concentration, and wind speed . The LUT's are obtained with the SOS code [10] . Two "extreme" chlorophyll contents (0.035 mg m and 0.17 mg m ) are systematically considered for these areas, and the associated water reflectance (Table II) is estimated using the Morel model [23] updated by using new pure water absorption coefficients [27] ; • is a unitless LUT, function of the viewing geometry, which expresses the ratio between the aerosol contribution in spectral band and aerosol contribution at 865 nm. This LUT is computed with SOS for two aerosol models [32] : a coastal model with 70% humidity (C70) and a marine model with 98% humidity (M98). These models consist of a mixture of sea-salt component and continental component with a log-normal distribution.
M98 is an open-sea aerosol model with more sea-salt components than C70, and with a flatter spectral dependence. b) Error budget: The main error sources for the theoretical error budget are listed below.
• TOMS measures the ozone amount with an accuracy of 10 Dobson units. The resulting uncertainty on the calibration coefficient is of 0.5% on 565-nm channel, and far less for 490-and 443-nm channels.
• The wind speed modifies the sunglint geometry and the contribution of the photons scattered by the atmosphere after their reflection over the sea-surface. The uncertainty on wind speed (ECMWF meteorological data) is 2 m/s and induces a 0.5 to 1.5% calibration error on the three channels.
• The surface pressure (meteorological data) is accurately known. (Its bias is estimated under 1 hPa.) This leads to a 0.1% uncertainty on the three channels.
• Aerosol amounts and properties cannot be obtained from external data, but 865 channel is used to discard turbid atmospheres or to estimate aerosol contribution on clear ones. For this error budget, simulations were performed with an aerosol model different from the one used as reference for computing the LUT. These simulations show that the impact of the aerosol model on calibration coefficients is always under 1%. Calibration errors in the 865-nm band also result in some errors in the aerosol correction: a 5% error for 865-nm calibration induces a 1% error on 565 and less for 443 and 490.
• The water-leaving radiance is the main uncertainty for the channel 443. According to bio-optical models and if assumptions on phytoplankton concentrations are globally verified, an error of 50% on the chlorophyll concentration leads to an uncertainty on calibration coefficient up to 2% for 443 nm channel. All these uncertainties lead to a 4% maximal error for 443 and 3% for 490 and 565 channels. c) Results: For each selected calibration point, an elementary calibration result is computed for channels 443, 490, and 565: using all the POLDER level 1 products obtained during one week (100 orbits), more than 200 000 elementary results are collected. It is interesting to analyze how the individual measurements vary with the various parameters of the algorithm. Fig. 4 shows that channel 443 is far more sensitive to the variations of chlorophyll concentration with the calibration sites (4% standard deviation for 443) than channels 490 and 565, because water reflectance variation as a function of the chlorophyll content is high at 443 nm and lower around 500 nm. Fig. 5 shows that the estimated calibration coefficients do not depend on the aerosol amount determined with POLDER 865 nm measurements, when the proper aerosol model is used. According to the aerosol model used in the simulations, the values differ by 1.5% for 565 and by less than 1% for 490 and 443. Finally, calibration coefficients almost linearly depend on the scattering angle ( Fig. 6 ): some effects might not be perfectly modeled, such as directional variations of water-leaving radiance (assumed to be Lambertian). Many more parameters have been studied, such as wind speed, ozone amount, or geometric conditions, but the estimated absolute calibration is not correlated to any of them.
To determine the in-flight calibration coefficients, the elementary results collected during one week are averaged. Four simulations are performed using each "extreme" chlorophyll content and both aerosol models, and this is done for three sets of one week of data, leading to 12 calibration results. The (in-flight)/ (preflight) ratio is the mean value of these 12 results (Table III) . The zero-peak dispersion of the averaged results is 4% for 443, 2% for 490, and 3% for 565. The higher dispersion for 443 is related to the impact of water-leaving radiance: the thresholds imposed both on the contribution of aerosols at 865 nm and on the wind speed (smaller than 5 m/s) prevent the effect of these parameters on calibration coefficients from being greater than 2%. The uncertainty on oceanic water reflectance seems to be greater than expected in this band.
However, the Rayleigh scattering method is an efficient method for the absolute calibration of optical instruments without using in-situ measurements. This method provides calibration coefficients with a 3-4% uncertainty for spectral bands 490 and 565, but a better knowledge of the cartography of water-leaving radiance at 443 nm is required to obtain the same results for 443. Of course, the use of oligotrophic waters is not the ideal case for the calibration of 443 channel since the water-leaving radiance is high. But it is not easy to find ocean zones away from the coasts with high and stable chlorophyll concentrations. Another way of enhancing the results is to use in-situ measurements: Fougnie et al. [11] have acquired in-situ data of water-leaving radiances, using SIMBAD instruments quasi-simultaneously with POLDER acquisitions.
2) Interband Calibration over Sunglint: This method uses the specular reflection of the sun (sunglint) on the sea-surface to transfer the calibration of 565 to the spectral bands 670, 763, 765, 865, and 910 (Fig. 2) . The sunglint is spectrally flat and has a high radiance that limits the influence of other parameters such as water leaving radiance or aerosols. The sunglint radiance depends mainly on the sea-surface roughness, which is related to the wind speed. For a mirror-like sea-surface, the sunglint radiance would be very high in the exact sunglint direction and very low outside of it, whereas an agitated sea-surface scatters a lower radiance in a wider cone. The 565-nm radiance is used to estimate the sea-surface roughness (via a radiative transfer code). The surface roughness is then used to estimate the radiance for 670, 765, and 865 spectral bands. The calibration of 763-and 910-nm channels requires ancillary information to evaluate the high atmospheric absorption: surface pressure (for 763) and atmospheric water vapor content (for 910) derived from ECMWF analysis. The sunglint method can also be used to calibrate 443 and 490 spectral bands with of a reduced accuracy, just to verify that the results are consistent with the Rayleigh scattering results.
a) Calibration of 670-, 765-, and 865-nm spectral bands:
i) Method: The radiance measured in 565, 670, 765, and 865 spectral bands is first corrected for molecular absorption as described in the Appendix. Then, the sunglint radiance observed by POLDER in each spectral band within 670, 765, and 865 is estimated at the top of atmosphere (TOA) and is compared to the real POLDER measurement. (3) shows the different parameters that control the TOA normalized radiance in the specular direction (3) is the normalized radiance of the sunglint with no atmosphere, is the radiance of the light scattered by the molecules, corresponds to aerosols scattering, and are the scattering transmission of the molecules and aerosols, and the water-leaving radiance and the foam radiance are modeled by Lambertian contributions [19] . (Actually, the scattering transmission factors are not exactly the same when applied to sunglint highly directional target, or to a quite Lambertian target like foam, but the equation has been simplified for better clarity).
depends on the viewing geometry and on the surface roughness (related to wind speed), but not on the spectral band [8] . However, because is not negligible in comparison to , the TOA reflectances depend on the spectral bands and this dependence varies with the sea-surface roughness. An estimate of surface roughness is thus necessary to perform the interband calibration.
Equation (3) is just an approximation limited to single scattering. To accurately compute the sunglint radiance observed by POLDER, (4) is used, for which all the terms are obtained using LUT's obtained through radiative transfer simulations.
A first LUT is used to estimate the wind speed from the 565-nm radiance. The LUT is computed assuming the atmosphere is purely molecular, and using the SOS method [10] , which takes into account multiple scattering in the atmosphere and multiple reflections on the sea-surface. The sea-surface is represented by a Lambertian contribution (the water-leaving radiance), and by the Cox and Munk model which relates the wind speed to the sea-surface roughness. The simulations are made for a dense grid of geometrical conditions, and for 15 different wind speeds (from 1 to 15 m/s). The first step of the methods seeks the wind speed that corresponds to a radiance equal to the one measured at 565 nm. The obtained wind speed may be not very accurate and is just an indicator of the sea-surface roughness.
Then the radiance for the bands 670, 765, and 865 is estimated using (4)
The first term of (4) is the sunglint radiance that would be observed with a pure molecular atmosphere (PMA) with no aerosol and a surface wind-speed . A second LUT is used to derive the PMA radiance in spectral band from the wind speed.
The second term of (4) is an empirical correction of the first term.
accounts for the effect of atmospheric aerosols on the sunglint radiance, through the use of an empirical model obtained by mean squares minimization. This model depends on the POLDER measurements and in a viewing direction outside the sunglint, and on the sunglint radiance .
gives information on the optical depth of aerosols, and combined with , on the Angstrom coefficient which accounts for the spectral variation of aerosol optical depth.
The coefficients of the model of the aerosol effect are derived statistically through a mean square minimization of the difference between the two parts of (4). A regression is performed for each node of a very dense grid of viewing geometry (sunglint and off-sunglint viewing and solar angles), and each regression is obtained from simulations with the SOS method, performed for a large set of aerosol models [six Shettle and Fenn models [32] : C70, C90, C98 (coastal models) and M70, M90, M98 (maritime models)] [14] , [32] , optical thickness (four values: 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1) and wind speeds (2, 5, 10, 15) . These simulations apply not only to the exact specular direction, but also to a small cone around this direction.
ii) Error Budget: Various error sources limit the accuracy of the interband calibration method. The error budget presented below is computed with simulated data for nm (budget for 670 would be even better); the reported errors are averaged over 96 cases (six aerosol models, four aerosol optical thickness, and four wind speeds) for solar zenith angles between 20 and 40 . This error budget has been computed for the exact specular direction, but other simulations have shown that the accuracy remains stable for an angular distance to the specular point lower than 3 . The residual rms error after regression over 96 simulation cases is about 0.1%. To evaluate the influence of foam radiance, the coefficients are applied on two different data sets, one with foam scattering and one without. The error budget was made assuming that foam scattering is spectrally flat, and the impact on the budget is negligible. Some new studies have shown that the foam might not be spectrally flat, so we discarded calibration points having a wind speed higher than 5 m/s. Chlorophyll Concentration: To estimate the impact of a realistic error on the chlorophyll concentration, the coefficients calculated with the radiance of sea water with a chlorophyll concentration of 0.05 mg/m (water-leaving normalized radiance of 0.0042 for 565), were applied to a simulation with a water leaving radiance associated to a chlorophyll concentration of 0.10 mg/m . The resulting error is 0.3%. Atmospheric Pressure: The coefficients are calculated for the standard atmospheric pressure at sea level. They were applied on simulations calculated with a higher pressure (10 hPa, more than the expected rms error on the ECMWF meteorological data). Impact of this error is about 0.1%. Gaseous Absorption: An uncertainty of 20% on water vapor amount has no impact on the method, but an uncertainty of 5% on ozone amount induces an error on the gaseous transmission, which leads to an error on of less than 0.1%. Aerosol Model: The coefficients obtained by fitting various aerosol models were applied to simulations performed with a unique coastal aerosol model. The resulting error is about 0.1%. The total error budget gives an interband calibration accuracy better than 1%, and an absolute calibration error of 3.5% for 865 assuming 565 nm absolute calibration is accurate to 3%.
b) Calibration of 763-and 910-nm spectral bands: 763 and 910 channels are centered on gaseous absorption bands: oxygen A-Band and 910-nm water vapor absorption band, respectively. The absolute calibration of the 763-nm (respectively, 910-nm) band can be derived from the absolute calibration of the 765-nm (respectively, 865-nm) band over the sunglint, provided the atmospheric gaseous absorption is known.
i) Calibration of 763-nm band: Owing to the fact that O proportion is constant within the atmosphere, the O absorption can be related to the atmospheric pressure at sea level in clear sky conditions. Based on line-by-line simulations (using the spectroscopic data from HITRAN96 database [28] ) a polynomial model is derived that links the O transmission at 765 nm to the sea-surface pressure and to the air-mass factor. The atmospheric pressure is obtained with ECMWF analysis, and the O transmission derived through this method,
, is compared to that derived from the POLDER measurements,
. From the two equations in the Appendix, can be written as (5) where and are the POLDER radiances and where the other parameters are described in the Appendix. Finally, the variation of the absolute calibration coefficient at 763 nm is expressed as -
Since the 765-nm band is involved in the computation of , it may be necessary to iterate the method in case of a large variation of the calibration coefficient of this band.
The error sources of this interband calibration are quite small: they mainly come from the aerosol scattering, (but we still select only low aerosol contents using an off-sunglint measurement at 865 nm), from the accuracy of the surface pressure (less than 1 hPa of bias), and from the quality of absorption corrections. However, the main error for 763 absolute calibration results from the 765-nm absolute calibration error. But, as 763 nm is never used alone but always with 765-nm band to determine apparent pressure [37] , POLDER data users are only interested by 763/765 interband calibration that should be better than 1%.
ii) Calibration of 910-nm band: This band is calibrated in a similar way as 763-nm band, replacing surface pressure by vertical profiles of atmospheric water vapor content, since it has been shown that total water vapor absorption does not depend only on the total water vapor amount but also on its vertical distribution. Derivation of water vapor absorption from the vertical profile is described in Bouffies et al. [2] .
These vertical profiles are obtained from ECMWF analysis every 6 h and interpolated to the date of acquisition. Although the data are known to be inaccurate over the oceans where radiosoundings are very sparse, some studies [25] have shown they are globally unbiased. The corresponding error should therefore be reduced to 1.5% by accumulating a large number of calibration points. The 910 and 865 spectral bands are not as close as 763 and 765, but effects of spectral variations of the target between both wavelengths are very low thanks to the use of sunglint.
Because of their high altitude (above water vapor), stratospheric aerosols could induce some errors in the estimation of the total water vapor absorption, but POLDER was calibrated in a period of very low stratospheric aerosol content. The amount of tropospheric aerosols is limited by using only the pixels which have a 865-nm radiance in an off-sunglint viewing direction under 0.005 (after correction of the molecular scattering contribution). As shown in [40] , 6S simulations show that the total impact of aerosols on the error budget is less than 0.3%.
The choice of this sunglint method is arguable because of radiosoundings scarcity in the open ocean, but it combines two advantages: spectral variation of surface reflectance is far better known than that of any land surface, and the effects of aerosols are lower because selecting clear atmospheres is easier. Total error budget for this calibration method is estimated to 1.6%. Vesperini et al. [40] have carried out a validation of the calibration of band 910 by comparing water vapor content derived from POLDER to water vapor measured by radiosoundings. c) Results: The sunglint interband calibration uses the same kind of target as the molecular scattering method: very clear ocean scenes with a very low aerosol optical thickness. Of course, a third selection criterion has been added: the viewing direction of the calibration point must be within a cone of 3 of radius, centered on the specular direction [ (Fig. 14) ]. For higher values, the dispersion of the results increases quickly, indicating that the geometrical modeling of the sunglint is less accurate. The off-sunglint 865-nm maximal radiance threshold (0.005 in normalized radiance units) is a little higher than for calibration over molecular scattering.
The dispersion of the elementary results (Fig. 7) is very low, except for 910 nm because of the dispersion of meteorological data. A complete analysis of the elementary measurements does not show any significant dependency of the elementary results on any of the algorithm parameters. For example, the correlation between the measured calibration coefficient and the aerosol normalized radiance (Fig. 8) is very low, indicating that the aerosol scattering has been properly corrected. Some correlation was found, however, between A865 and the atmospheric water vapor amount. The correlation disappeared when we decided not to correct for the absorption by water vapor continuum (the existence of this continuum of absorption in the near infrared is questionable). To prevent any impact of this parameter on calibration accuracy, only low water vapor contents have been selected.
To determine the in-flight calibration coefficients, the elementary results collected during one week are averaged. Averaged results have been obtained for the five channels over five periods of one week distributed during the whole life of the instrument. The results given in Table III are obtained after having calibrated the 565 reference band over Rayleigh scattering. Fig. 8 shows that the dispersion of the averaged results is small and Fig. 9 shows that interband calibration does not evolve with time. Fig. 7 . Absolute calibration elementary results for sunglint interband method as a function of sunglint 865-nm radiance (for all the calibration points selected during the first week of November 1996). Standard deviation is very low for 670-nm calibration (0.8%) and increases slightly when spectral distance to 565 reference band increases (1.5% for 865 nm). The curves show no correlation between calibration results and sunglint radiance at 865 nm. From top to bottom, the Sunglint method is 670 nm, 765 nm, and 865 nm. The results obtained for the 910-nm spectral band show a rather high dispersion (4%) which comes from the limited accuracy of the water vapor information from ECMWF data. The results obtained in the other spectral bands are excellent and a great confidence can be given to this calibration method.
The same calibration method can be applied using 443P instead of 565 as the reference band. This leads to a degraded calibration performance because of water-leaving radiance uncertainty and because of the higher spectral distance between 443P and the near infrared spectral bands. However, this method enabled us to check 443P/565 interband calibration with an independent method. Assuming (as obtained with Rayleigh scattering method), the interband calibration gives 0.96 for 443P, very close to 0.95 obtained with Rayleigh scattering method (Table V) .
B. Multiangular Calibration
Multiangular calibration is defined as the process of estimating the sensitivity variations at different points of POLDER wide field of view. Usually, the multiangular calibration methods consist in having the instrument look at a spatially uniform landscape, which can be an internal source (VGT/SPOT4, SPOT) or natural targets such as snow fields (SPOT). For a wide field-of-view instrument (2400 km 1800 km), a continuous uniform landscape does not exist. As POLDER is not equipped with an on-board calibration device, new methods have been defined to simulate a spatially uniform landscape.
However, no method was found able to completely calibrate the sensitivity differences for all POLDER detectors. Different methods are used to calibrate the low spatial frequencies and the high spatial frequencies of the multiangular calibration coefficients. This explains why multiangular calibration coefficients in the radiometric model have been split into three terms: (7) • expresses the low-frequency variations of the optic transmission which decreases slightly when the viewing angle increases (Fig. 10) . Its measurement is performed over desert sites as described below and the targeted accuracy is 1%. Desert sites are neither uniform enough nor frequent enough to be used for high frequency. • refers to high-frequency variations of the sensitivity of the elementary detectors. It is measured over clouds. Its targeted accuracy is 0.1%. Of course clouds are not Lambertian targets, and their BRDF depends on the type of cloud: the low-frequency variation of the multiangular calibration cannot be estimated by this method.
• refers to low-frequency variations in the sensitivity of the elementary detectors that cannot be modeled by a polynomial function of the viewing angle. The targeted accuracy is 1%. Since this parameter is mainly linked to heterogeneity in the CCD matrix, it is expected not to vary after launch, and preflight calibration is used for this parameter. However, calibration over desert sites could be used to detect an unlikely large variation. [18] , [30] , [36] , ATSR-2 [34] , Meteosat [5] , [24] , and HRV/SPOT sensors [17] . They can also be used to estimate the multiangular calibration of wide field of view sensors equipped with CCD arrays such as POLDER. This requires a good characterization of the directional variations of their top-of-atmosphere reflectances, to account for the variations of the solar or viewing configurations between measurements. a) Method: A procedure has been defined to select 100 100 km desert areas in North Africa and Saudi Arabia [6] using a spatial uniformity criterion in Meteosat-4 visible data. Twenty such sites (Table IV) meet this criterion within 3%. The temporal stability of the spatially averaged reflectance of each selected site has been investigated at seasonal and hourly time scales with multitemporal series of Meteosat-4 data. It was found that the temporal variations of an 8-15% typical peak-to-peak amplitude (in relative value) were mostly controlled by directional effects. Once the directional effects are removed, the residual root mean square variations, representative of random temporal variability, are in the order of 1-2% in relative values.
Second, a field experiment [7] took place in February-March 1993 to characterize the BRDF of four desert sites (Algeria 2, Algeria 3, Algeria 4, and Algeria 5). The purpose of this experiment was to measure the BRDF of the sites to use them as a reference for multiangular calibration of optical sensors. Bidirectional measurements of the surface reflectance (and also polarization) were collected in three different planes (principal, perpendicular, and 45 ) at four wavelengths: 450, 650, 850, and 1650 nm. Then, the surface reflectance measurements have been adjusted against an empirical model of BRDF defined as (8) where are, respectively, the solar zenith angle, the viewing zenith angle, and the difference of solar and viewing azimuth angles, and where the coefficients , and are determined by a least square regression (more details about this model are included in [7] ). A spectral linear interpolation is then performed to adapt the model to POLDER spectral bands.
The TOA surface reflectance in each spectral band is then estimated by decoupling the absorption and scattering effects (9) is computed with the SOS code [10] with as inputs i) the atmospheric optical thickness in the POLDER bands (derived from the barometric pressure for the Rayleigh scattering and, for the aerosols, from the extinction measurements during the field campaign), ii) an aerosol model (a Junge size distribution associated with the Angstrom coefficient derived from the extinction measurements, and a standard refractive index of the aerosols chosen to be that of silica) and iii) the BRDF measured during the field campaign. The gaseous absorption is derived from a climatology of absorbing gas concentrations for ozone, and oxygen and water vapor absorption are estimated using POLDER 763 and 910 spectral bands as explained in the Appendix.
To obtain an experimental error budget, the retrieved BRDF has been compared to the reflectance measurements made by AVHRR in channel 1 for the four desert sites (Algeria 2, Algeria 3, Algeria 4, and Algeria 5) [7] . The AVHRR instrument is used as a reference, since its only detector does not introduce calibration variation within the field of view. Using the revolution symmetry of the polynomial function , this comparison gives a zero-peak error of 1% for high sun zenith angles (50-60 ) that correspond to the range observed during the field campaign. Unfortunately, this budget does not apply to 443-nm band, which is not covered by AVHRR channel 1.
Once the BRDF of each site is obtained for POLDER spectral bands, it is possible to perform POLDER multiangular calibration. After discarding cloudy acquisitions, selected POLDER data are averaged over the site surface (15 15 POLDER pixels), and an estimation of the evolution of calibration coefficients is performed for each viewing direction using the following formula:
where is the reflectance measured by POLDER and comes from the level 1 product obtained with preflight calibration, is low frequency preflight calibration, and -is the in-flight calibration. Of course, during a clear day, up to 12 different satellite viewing angles (Fig. 14) are obtained for a given desert site.
is computed for each reference site as a function of the viewing angle and a polynomial fit is performed to estimate the low-frequency polynomial . Even if absolute calibration coefficients are present in the above equation, it is not possible to derive an accurate absolute calibration from this method, since absolute calibration was not the aim of the in-situ campaign. However, if EOS had worked longer, this method could have been used to verify multitemporal calibration, i.e., variations of absolute calibration with time.
b) Results: The data have been acquired during four weeks in November 1996, and a second set during the two first weeks in January 1997. More than 650 images have been used on the 20 desert sites to perform the multiangular calibration. For each image, the areas corresponding to the reference sites are extracted and then automatic tests are used to discard clouds. Six tests were used but the most efficient are:
• a spectral index computed between bands 865P and 443P (desert TOA reflectance increases with the wavelength whereas clouds are whiter); • statistics on the spatial uniformity of the measurements inside each desert site. Since only four of the 20 selected desert sites have been characterized with in-situ measurements, the nominal method was to use the four Algerian sites for calibration and those having a similar behavior among the others. In Fig. 11(a) , the results obtained on one of the Algerian sites (Algeria 2) are plotted. These sites have been affected by bad weather during November, 1996, and only a small amount of cloudfree data has been collected, but moreover, the results have a great standard deviation. Multiangular calibration seems to be correct (except for 443), but the forecast accuracy of 1.5% cannot be achieved with this data set. For 443 spectral band, multiangular calibration seems to be correct up to 45 . For higher viewing angles, the calibration seems to decrease, but it is difficult to prove that the error comes from POLDER multiangular calibration: the data in this zone were only collected with two cloud-free acquisitions (one clear day gives 12 different viewing directions).
In Fig. 11(b) , the multiangular calibration results obtained for site Niger 2 are plotted. Even if this site was not among the sites characterized with in-situ data, the standard deviation of multiangular calibration results is lower than for Algeria, ranging from 2.3% in band 443 to 0.8% for 865. The errors decrease when the wavelength increases, as do the directional effects of the desert site. Once again, the results indicate a good multiangular calibration for all spectral bands except 443, but it is still difficult to conclude if it comes from the inaccuracy of the BRDF model in this band or from multiangular calibration.
As a conclusion, this multiangular calibration method confirms the quality of the preflight multiangular calibration and the temporal stability of the instrument, except for spectral band 443: in this case, multiangular calibration may have evolved after launch. But since confidence in 443 nm result is low, preflight calibration of this parameter is still used in the level 1 product. The BRDF's of the 20 desert sites are now being characterized using POLDER data in order to use it to cross calibrate POLDER with over optical sensors (Section V-C).
2) High-Frequency Multiangular Calibration over Clouds: Changes after launch in the high-frequency multiangular calibration of POLDER might occur for two reasons: i) if the elementary sensitivities of the detectors in the CCD array change because of temperature variation or because of airvacuum transition or ii) if particles of dust are deposited on the optics after the last preflight calibration, or if they move in the field-of view (POLDER pupil dimension is around 0.4 mm in the center of the external lens). However, the POLDER CCD array is thermally controlled and air vacuum transition was tested before launch without showing any significant variation: the first cause of variation is unlikely.
In order to determine this high-frequency multiangular in-flight calibration with an accuracy around 0.1%, a new method has been developed using cloud observations. For each elementary detector of the CCD array, and for each channel, the method consists in averaging all the cloud observations performed by the detector. The procedure assumes that if a very high number of cloud observations is collected for each elementary detector, the high-frequency variations of the average of all the measurements will characterize the sensitivity variations within the array, and only the low frequencies will be affected by artifacts of cloud anisotropy.
This calibration method has been experimented with NOAA/AVHRR band 1 raw data using the fact that one line in an AVHRR product is obtained with a single detector. 30 000 lines of AVHRR data have been used. The data have been processed as if each line was acquired with 2048 different detectors having exactly the same sensitivity. The observed high frequencies variations would then be only artifacts. AVHRR cloud detection is performed by a simple threshold on the normalized radiance ( ), since the procedure does not require a precise cloud mask. For each column number of AVHRR data, all the cloud measurements are averaged, and the standard deviation of the averages is computed: the obtained accuracy is under 0.3%.
The same method has been used for POLDER. In this case, the only difficulty is related to the amount of data necessary for the calibration: the required number of cloud measurements is 15(channels) 66 308(detectors) 15 000(measurements). This requires the use of three entire weeks of POLDER data (there are only 120 measurements per orbit for a given POLDER detector in one spectral band and only one half of them are clouds). In order to estimate the accuracy of the results, two sets of three weeks have been used to obtain two results with independent data sets. The difference between the results of the two data sets has a standard deviation around 0.2%, which indicates that the results obtained from the whole six weeks of data have a precision better than 0.2%. The difference between preflight and in-flight data is between 0.3% and 0.1%, depending on the spectral bands. A few dust particle the number of cloud-free acquisitions during November, 1996, was much higher than for Algeria 2, and the dispersion of the results is also lower, but the BRDF model was not measured on this site. A variation of POLDER multiangular calibration might be possible for 443-nm band, whereas the two other bands seem to be correctly calibrated.
effects have been noticed with differences of about 1%, and some differences are linked to the disappearing of artifacts in the preflight calibration. The coefficients determined by this method are now implemented in POLDER level 1 processing.
V. IN-FLIGHT RADIOMETRICAL CALIBRATION:V ALIDATION
In this chapter are presented three additional calibration methods that were used to validate the results of POLDER in-flight calibration nominal methods. These independent calibration methods are based on different atmospheric models or different calibration sources (including on-board sources for POLDER/ATSR2 cross calibration) in order to verify that the nominal methods are not biased.
A. Interband Calibration Using Clouds
Starting from level 1 data calibrated with the nominal methods, we use the 670-nm radiance measurements as a reference for the estimation of 443-nm and 490-nm absolute calibration coefficients (565 is usually saturated over high reflective clouds). The calibration pixels are selected when their reflectance is over 0.8, when the cloud top apparent pressure deduced from the band ratio 763/765 [4] is under 250 hPa, and when the clouds are uniform enough. Data are corrected for ozone absorption using TOMS data.
Simulations of TOA radiances above convective clouds have been performed using a discrete ordinate method: they are arranged in look-up tables calculated for 443-, 490-, and 670-nm channels. They correspond to three different ice particles (hexagonal plates or columns with a radius 20-60 m, assumed to be dominant in the highest layers of cumulonimbus), to a cloud top altitude of 10 or 15 km, to a dense grid of observation angles, and to scattering cloud optical thickness between 20 and 200.
For a given altitude and ice particle model, the first step of the procedure finds the scattering optical thickness that corresponds to the observed radiance at 670 nm. Then the LUT at 443 and 490 are used to estimate the radiances in these bands, assuming the cloud optical thickness does not vary between 443 and 670 nm.
The new estimated calibration coefficient is obtained from the initial coefficient and from measured and estimated radiance by -
The average results derived from 12 POLDER orbits in November 1996, are reported in Table V . The standard deviation is below 0.8% for the 443 and 490 channels. Changing the cloud top altitude from 15 to 10 km results in an increase of 1% in the calibration coefficient, and the choice of the particle model does not introduce more than 0.5% of variation. The results do not depend on the cloud reflectance, meaning that the selected clouds are thick enough so that the radiance of the surface and of the atmospheric layer below the cloud does not impact on the calibration. The interband calibration results over clouds do not agree perfectly with the results obtained with the nominal methods: the discrepancy at 443 nm is about 6% (only 3% at 490) and has still not been explained in spite of comprehensive verifications.
B. Cross Calibration Between POLDER and OCTS
OCTS is a NASDA radiometer which flew on board ADEOS. Its nadir resolution is around 800 m, the swath is 1400 km wide, and acquisitions are made with eight visible and near infrared bands and four thermal infrared bands. OCTS scanning mechanism is based on a rotating mirror with a maximum scanning angle of 40 , and ten detectors per spectral band are used to collect simultaneously ten lines across-track. Since POLDER and OCTS are on the same platform and share six spectral bands (443, 490, 565, 670, 765, and 865), it is possible to compare the radiance of targets observed at the same instant with the same viewing and solar angles and in nearly identical spectral bands. Simultaneous acquisitions of POLDER and OCTS data have been used in order to cross calibrate both sensors.
In order to enhance the accuracy of the cross calibration, the targets are chosen so that they have a quite high normalized radiance (more than 0.2), a very low polarization rate (polarization sensitivity is not corrected for OCTS), and a good spatial uniformity to avoid possible registration errors between the two sensors: a POLDER pixel is used for cross calibration if the standard deviation of the OCTS measurements inside it is less than 1% of the radiance. The targets corresponding to these criteria are mostly clouds, which also have the advantage of being quite spectrally flat. Table V gives the absolute calibration derived considering OCTS preflight calibration as a reference (this preflight calibration was still used in the OCTS level 1B products with software ID 3 7). Agreement with the POLDER in-flight method stays within a 7% margin. The same computation has been made using the in-flight calibration of OCTS that is used to produce the version 3.0 ocean color products. This calibration is in fact called "algorithm tuning parameters" by the OCTS calibration team: it was obtained for all spectral bands by comparing in-situ chlorophyll-a data with OCTS data [26] , and its aim was not to perfectly calibrate OCTS data but to obtain the best ocean color products. One can note that the agreement is good for 443 and 490 and gets worse as the wavelength increases (22% for 865 nm band). This can probably be explained by OCTS in-flight calibration of 865-nm band with a Rayleigh method that uses very low radiances in the near-infrared bands over ocean.
C. Cross Calibration Between POLDER and ATSR2
ATSR-2 is a multispectral scanner on board the ERS-2 satellite launched in 1995. It is based on a conical scanning mechanism which allows the acquisition of the same scenes from two viewing angles during a single pass: a forward along track view (viewing zenith angle around 60 ) and a nadir view. ATSR-2 has four infrared channels and three visible/nearinfrared channels very close to POLDER spectral bands: 560, 660, and 870 nm. ATSR-2 is calibrated using an on-board diffuser monitored by a photodiode, and using desert sites to measure the drift of the on-board calibration system [34] . A successful cross-calibration between both instruments would be a good validation of both sensor's absolute calibration and also a partial validation of POLDER multiangular calibration.
Since POLDER and ATSR-2 acquisitions of the same scenes are not simultaneous, the cross calibration target must be stable with time, uniform to avoid geometrical registration problems, and its BRDF has to be known: the desert site Sudan 1 has been used for this cross calibration. Thanks to its bidirectional capabilities, POLDER is able to obtain a dense sampling of the viewing conditions over one site. Each month, a BRDF model of the desert site is derived from all the cloud-free measurements obtained by POLDER. Each available cloudfree ATSR2 measurement is then compared to the interpolation of the BRDF model of the same month for ATSR2 viewing conditions. Cloud detection for POLDER data is described in Section IV-B, and for ATSR-2 in Smith et al. [32] . POLDER data are corrected for gaseous absorption as described in the Appendix and ATSR-2 data are corrected for ozone absorption using TOMS data. Of course, aerosols above the desert site can cause some variability in the results, but by accumulating enough data, the results should not be biased. Fig. 13 . Ratio of the reflectances at 670 nm measured by ATSR2 and POLDER over a desert site (Sudan 1) from November 1996 to May 1997 with the same viewing angles. Stars indicate that the data have been acquired with nadir viewing, whereas triangles correspond to a forward viewing. In most of the cases, triangles and stars overlap when acquired the same day, and this provides a validation of POLDER multiangular calibration. The results are quite good (Table V) : the agreement between the radiance measured by ATSR-2 and the BRDF derived from POLDER is better than 6% for 565, 1% for 670, but degrades to 5% for 865. The agreement between the directional variations of POLDER BRDF and ATSR-2 reflectances is also very satisfactory and validates partially POLDER multiangular calibration in these spectral bands (Fig. 13) .
VI. CONCLUSION
A new calibration approach has been developed for POLDER based on the design of a very stable instrument, on an exhaustive preflight calibration of the instrument, and on the development of many in-flight operational calibration methods using natural targets. The result is very satisfactory since the in-flight absolute calibration has shown that:
• POLDER Instrument is Stable: All in-flight absolute calibration coefficients differ from preflight coefficients by less than 5%, and multiangular calibration did not evolve after launch (except maybe for 443); • in-flight calibration methods (except POLDER/OCTS cross calibration) agree within a margin of 4% for all the spectral bands but 443.
This calibration process is efficient to provide a correct absolute calibration within a few months (five months were necessary for POLDER 1, but this delay will be reduced with POLDER 2). It is less expensive than developing an on-board calibration device, and more reliable than using insitu measurement campaigns which are subject to weather conditions and provide very few calibration points, maximizing the impact of random error sources. However, all these methods are perfectly suited to POLDER measurements and could not be easily applied to other instruments that do not provide multidirectional measurements (for aerosol detection in sunglint calibration method) or O pressure (for cloud altitude determination in interband calibration using clouds). Such accuracy also could not be achieved without a good characterization and correction of POLDER polarization sensitivity, since our calibration targets (Rayleigh scattering and sunglint) have a high polarization rate.
Still, some uncertainty exists in the calibration of the 443-nm channels, with a discrepancy of 6% between the Rayleigh and the cloud methods that has not yet been explained in spite of intensive verifications.
APPENDIX CORRECTIONS FOR GASEOUS ABSORPTION
Ozone absorption is removed by computing the transmissions as functions of , where is the air mass factor and is the column amount of ozone measured by TOMS. The water vapor transmission is modeled as a function of the ratio of 910-and 865-nm normalized radiances (
). The parameterizations of ozone and water vapor transmissions are derived from simulations using a line-by-line model.
For the oxygen absorption in the 763 and 765 spectral bands, the normalized radiance that would be measured if there was no absorption is assumed to be the same in both channels (which is really true for sunglint targets). The normalized radiances measured by POLDER ( and ) can be expressed as a function of as follows:
In this formula, the constant may be considered as the percentage of the 765 spectral band where oxygen lines are located. Its value is derived from line-by-line simulations and is close to 0.3. The oxygen transmittance and the normalized radiance without absorption MI can be derived by combining (A1) and (A2). the authors exploiting the huge amount of POLDER data used to provide the above results: C. Gélis, P. Théron, A. Meygret, P. Soulé, J. M. Laherrére, A. Guerry, and S. Lafont.
